Consistent temperatures all winter long keep your home comfortably warm and

BLISSFULLY
QUIET

SL280V
VARIABLE-SPEED,
TWO-STAGE GAS FURNACE

The quietest furnace in its class®
PRACTICALLY SILENT

With a heavily insulated cabinet and variable-speed motor, the SilentComfort™ technology in the SL280V makes it quieter than any other furnace in its class.*

SL280V – UP TO

4.5x QUIETER
than competitive models*

EVEN TEMPERATURES

A variable-speed blower motor and two-stage gas valve allow the furnace to adjust its speed and airflow to maintain your ideal temperature, throughout your home, quietly and efficiently.

A STEADY 72° EVEN AT WINTER'S WORST

COMFORT INNOVATIONS

VARIABLE-SPEED AIRFLOW
By precisely adjusting the flow of heated air, the SL280V can prevent temperature swings and help control humidity levels for a more comfortable environment.

TWO-STAGE HEATING
The SL280V operates at a more efficient low capacity most of the time to maintain your set temperature, with extra capacity for periods of extreme cold.

LOW FAN SPEED
By circulating air slowly and steadily in “FAN ON” mode, the SL280V can control humidity levels and create continuous filtration for cleaner, healthier air.

ICOMFORT®-ENABLED
The SL280V works with the iComfort® S30 Ultra Smart Thermostat to keep your home’s temperature close to your ideal setting.
CONSISTENTLY EFFICIENT

With a heating efficiency rating of 80% AFUE**, the SL280V will generate comfortable warmth all winter, while helping you save energy every day.

The SL280V comes with a 20-year limited warranty on the heat exchanger and a 10-year limited warranty on all remaining covered components.***

80¢ OF EVERY DOLLAR is converted into usable heat

EFFICIENCY INNOVATIONS

FINE-TUNED FUEL USE
Since the SL280V can operate at two different levels of heat output, it can maintain a consistent temperature in your home using as little fuel as possible. So you spend less on utility costs.

SMART CONTROL
When combined with an iComfort Smart Thermostat, the SL280V can adjust heating for energy savings based on your family’s routine.

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION

The SL280V is made with a heavy steel cabinet and a Duralok™ heat exchanger for long, trouble-free life.

20 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
HEAT EXCHANGER

10 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
COVERED COMPONENTS

PEACE-OF-MIND PROTECTION
The SL280V comes with a 20-year limited warranty on the heat exchanger and a 10-year limited warranty on all remaining covered components.***

*Based on sound pressure levels during steady-state, high-fire operation of Lennox SL280UHV070V36A and leading competitive units at mid-point temperature rise and minimum external static pressure when set up per Section 4.5.3 of AHRI 260-2001.

**Furnaces are rated by the Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency ratio, or AFUE, which is the percent of heat produced for every dollar of fuel consumed.

***Applies to residential applications only. See actual warranty certificate for details.

Note: Due to Lennox’ ongoing commitment to quality, specifications and ratings are subject to change without notice.
QUIET INNOVATION

Heating that’s extremely efficient and practically silent

BUILD A SIGNATURE® SYSTEM
The SL280V is part of the Dave Lennox Signature® Collection, the most advanced line of equipment Lennox makes. Every furnace, air handler, heat pump and air conditioner in the Signature collection is built from premium materials, and designed to bring the highest level of innovation to home comfort.

FINANCING YOUR COMFORT
Enjoy more comfort and purchasing power. Take advantage of flexible financing options that allow you to enjoy the innovation, precision and efficiency of Lennox on your terms.*

*Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required. See your Lennox Dealer for details.
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